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“Hal Bowman’s Be The One program is a game changer for Peabody Magnet High
School. The motivation that it gave to teachers and students gives us an opportunity to
do simple things at our school that can completely change the culture of the school in a
meaningful, positive way!

“Our students have said that this program was
the best thing that they have taken part of
in all their lives.”
I have received an overwhelming amount of thank you's for bringing this program to our
school. Specifically, I have been told that bringing this program to our school showed my
dedication to our teachers and students. Every one of them has said that this is the best
program they have ever professionally been a part of!
Our students have said that this program was the best thing that they have taken part of in all their lives. The best thing I
heard is that they realize they need to appreciate the teachers that are not trying to be the cool teacher, but are the ones
working hard and holding them accountable. They said it’s easy to like teachers that they have perceived as "cool", but
that they have a new perception of some of the hard teachers who deserve thanks for really doing what they are
supposed to do.

“Hal Bowman reaches teachers, staff, and students
on a whole different level.”
This program will provide schools with strategies and a big opportunity to change the culture of the school. The ideas
that are brought to us through this program solidify ways to reach all students, faculty, and staff in a school. Students
buy into faculty/staff and faculty/staff buy into students.
I truly believe that day in and day out positivity is one of the most powerful attributes a leader can have. All schools are
looking for a magic bullet, and of course we know there is not one. We also go through trainings year in and year out
that give us a small boost, but ultimately get put on a shelf. This program is different. Hal Bowman reaches teachers,
staff, and students on a whole different level. It is like he buys into us with no bias and this connection just grows through
the day. His strategies do not cost anything and are similar to other ideas all good administrators should have, but he
helps us to speak it and act on it and come up with a plan to be consistent with it. At the end of the day, it isn't someone
telling us things that may work, how teachers or students should act, but it brings buy-in by everyone. The bottom line is
that by including students in this type of work, it gives us the opportunity to change perspectives of teachers and
students of each other and leads to powerful relationships, which ultimately leads to positive changes and higher student
achievement!”

JAMIE HENAGAN, PRINCIPAL | PEABODY MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL
HALBOWMAN.COM

INCREASING ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
MUST BEGIN WITH IMPROVING SCHOOL CULTURE
“LIFE ALTERING! The teachers raved about Be The One and were forever impacted. Our student mentor
group has taken on a life of its own and it has inspired them to be so much better than they were and to
work as a more cohesive group.”
CASSANDRA AKERS, PRINCIPAL | BETSY LAYNE HIGH SCHOOL

“Be The One! The entire day was such an inspirational, emotional, and amazing experience! I absolutely
loved it! The feedback has been phenomenal from both students and faculty alike! I’ve even had parents
contact me and tell me that their student was so enthused about the program that they came home and
went on and on about all of the things that excited them about the day!”
LEAH RUSSELL, PRINCIPAL | IOWA PARK HIGH SCHOOL

“The entire Be The One program was AWESOME! My teachers and students are so excited! Hal was
amazing! He worked with a group of our kids for a few hours and made such an impact on them. If he can
do that in a few hours we should be able to make a connection seeing them every day!”
DEENA VAN PELT, PRINCIPAL | ORANGEFIELD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

“Our experience with Be the One was positive, motivating, and enlightening. Many of us are still talking
about the "what" and "how" we can "Be the One" for someone on our campus! Our students were beyond
excited. If you want to spark the start of morale building and culture change, "Be the One" would be a
great avenue!”
MICHAEL CONTRERAS, DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION | CYPRESS CREEK HIGH SCHOOL

“This was a day that everyone at Montgomery High School – teachers, staff, and students – will NEVER
forget. Weeks later everyone is STILL talking about Be The One. This was such a tremendous event! I can’t
thank you enough!!”
PHIL EATON, PRINCIPAL | MONTGOMERY HIGH SCHOOL

“Be The One is not only amazing but informative. My teachers have reported that the program was
heartfelt, emotional, and much needed. The teachers promised to keep it going and spread the joy of the
journey. It allows teachers and students to share in the responsibility of building school pride. The students
said that it was unbelievable, emotional, and that they actually felt the love in the atmosphere. This
program gives faculty and staff and students an opportunity to self-reflect, feel comfortable sharing the
love with each other, and build stronger relationships. In other words, it gives everyone an opportunity to become
leaders.”
DR. NORVELLA WILLIAMS, PRINCIPAL | SMITH MAGNET MIDDLE SCHOOL
HALBOWMAN.COM

